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Distribution map of Fraxinus ornus (FISE) - deprecated

Description:

Keywords:
CHM, Europe, RDSI, Species distribution, deciduous forest, forest, forest resource, mathematical analysis, modelling, natural resource, scientific research, spatial distribution

Additional information:
Last Modified: 2011-04-05
Issue date: 2011-04-05
Language: English
Data theme(s): Environment
EuroVoc domain(s): 52 ENVIRONMENT; 56 AGRICULTURE, FORESTRY AND FISHERIES; 64 PRODUCTION, TECHNOLOGY AND RESEARCH
EuroVoc concept(s): biodiversity; deciduous tree; forest; scientific research
Identifier: http://data.europa.eu/89h/34da00eb-d66f-48af-9ab5-787210d728ae

Geographic information:
Geographic bounding box: 70.09° N, 34.59° E, 34.56° S, -10.58° W
Coordinate Reference System: ETRS89 / LAEA Europe